a form of hysteria: the pathology explained all the revolutionary excesses whose negative effects were to be corrected by the new republic’ (p. 237). Obviously, here hysteria was a disease affecting both men and women. These deficiencies are highlighted by the over-abundance of repetition due to the fact that the book is in great part made up of a collection of articles.

Beyond this criticism, it is clear that the subject of On Hysteria remains a fascinating one as it brings to light the difficulty of conceptualising a disease and identifying it with a definite set of symptoms. The many forgotten texts that Arnaud has dug up are a clear indication of the rich bibliography that is waiting to be discovered and studied.

Mariana Saad
Queen Mary University of London, UK
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At the outset of her study, Stefanie Coché asks why and how people have been committed to psychiatric institutions and what their commitment says about German society in the 1940s and 1950s. In search of answers to these questions, she argues that admissions practices involved the interaction of a variety of actors, each with its own specific claims and jurisdictions. She deploys a power-centred analysis to explore the diversity of agents and historical contexts that were in play on the threshold of psychiatric institutionalisation.

In adopting this perspective, Coché takes aim at a longstanding bias within German psychiatric historiography that has tended to interpret hospitalisation simply as an exercise in medically sanctioned state repression. An entire generation of psychiatric historians dating back to the 1970s and 1980s has been heavily invested in this narrative and it continues to exert powerful influence within the field. The cost of telling these one-sided stories of state repression has been to elide or misinterpret the influence of other actors, especially of patients and their relatives, but also of psychiatric professionals. In attempting to redress this bias, Coché’s research does not so much discount the role of the state as re-evaluate it in relation to the significance of ‘local knowledge and power relations in social microcosms’ (p. 15). And this re-evaluation results in remarkable findings that contradict several long-held and widely propagated historiographic dogmas.

On the face of it, Coché’s task is made all the more challenging – and potentially rewarding – by the fact that she attempts to compare psychiatric institutionalisation in three distinct political regimes: East, West, and Nazi Germany. But she hastens to point out that hers is not a comparison of nation states, but rather an ‘inter-societal’ (p. 20) comparison. The study exploits the perspective of patients and relatives, their social environments, regulations and medical discourses, as well as medical practices in conjunction with six psychiatric hospitals in different parts of Germany. It deploys four analytic categories that were common across these hospitals and nation states: (1) power and agency in admissions practice, (2) disease and diagnosis, (3) security and danger, and (4) work and performance (Leistung). Coché devotes a chapter to each of these categories.

To reinforce her larger agenda of a ‘socio-cultural approach to the history of science’ (p. 36f), Coché defends her use of hospital patient records as historical sources and appeals
for both a functional and hermeneutic analysis of them. She argues that because madness was not ‘constructed’ and ‘attributed’ (p. 296) entirely within the asylum itself, but rather on its threshold, a strictly functional analysis of patient records is inadequate and that therefore non-institutional actors must likewise be taken into account with the aid of hermeneutic techniques. Coché believes that this dual approach is necessary in order to bridge the gap between ‘internalist’ psychiatric histories of medical/hospital practices on the one hand, and socio-cultural histories of patients’ subjectivities and marginalisations on the other.

Coché finds that, in all three political systems, psychiatry as an institution was unable to steer hospital admission decisions. It was not doctors or even judges, but rather non-institutional actors (including patients themselves, neighbours and, especially, family members) who drove decisions about hospitalisation. At least as far as psychiatry is concerned, Coché’s findings effectively demolish as an artifact and ‘illusion’ (p. 303) Lutz Raffael’s widely and enthusiastically cited notion of a ‘scientization of the social’. Furthermore, and contrary to the enormous attention that historians have paid to race and gender issues, Coché finds that, in all three political systems, work was a far more significant factor in the construction of boundaries between health and illness or normalcy and deviance. This was the case not just for patients themselves and their ‘social microcosms’, but also for psychiatrists and state authorities. Even in cases of involuntary commitment, Coché finds that families continued to exert influence. Although in Nazi Germany the attitudes of families and the state were often more closely aligned, in East Germany the state was largely absent from decisions about involuntary commitment. Rejecting the concept of a ‘Durchherrschung’ of east German society, Coché draws on Ralph Jessen’s notion of the ‘Vergesellschaftung’ of the state to explain how families and doctors, rather than state officials, dominated the decision-making process. By contrast, in West Germany that process was much more informed by notions of individual rights. All of this leads Coché finally to the conclusion that psychiatric hospitals were first and foremost ‘instruments of social self-regulation from below’ and, as such, characteristic of the ‘adaptation of social microcosms to the processes of modern rationalization’ (p. 312).

Two critical notes are worth mentioning. First, Coché’s book is an academic dissertation and as such is an unnecessarily over-differentiated account that too often sacrifices narrative force on the alters of comparison and analytic consistency. More importantly, however, Coché’s focus is limited to admissions practices. She rightly argues that studying psychiatric institutionalisation can open a window onto societal norms of health, security, deviance, etc. But there is more to be examined than just this front-end of the story. What goes entirely untold is the back-end of people actually being discharged from psychiatric institutions and the hardly less profound significance of the ‘local knowledge and power relations in social microcosms’ (p. 15) that govern their social (re-)inclusion. Had Coché examined these back-end practices, she likely would have found that psychiatrists had a much more decisive role to play than they did for admissions. In any case, until we develop analytic tools and, above all, historical narratives that are robust enough to recount both the front and back ends of this story, our understanding of the complex relationship that the book’s title purports to explain – i.e. that between psychiatry and society – will remain inadequate.

These criticisms aside, Coché’s book is an impressive piece of historical scholarship. It is both a welcome contribution and an important corrective to those histories that for too
long have been over-invested in critiquing psychiatric institutions and portraying them as instruments of state repression.

Eric J. Engstrom
Humboldt University, Berlin
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Dennis Doyle’s *Psychiatry and Racial Liberalism in Harlem, 1936–68* is a fascinating book about a small but influential cadre of New York health crusaders who fought to bring Harlem residents access to psychiatric care. Comprised of juvenile court justices, educators, civil rights activists and mental health professionals, this group challenged the mainstream medical belief that black Americans were immune to psychological trauma. They embraced a colour-blind model of psychiatric health that garnered the support of city officials and community leaders, enabling them to incorporate ground-breaking mental health programmes into Harlem’s juvenile justice system, public schools, social services and medical institutions. But while their efforts led to innovative and effective therapeutic interventions, their colour-blind approach failed to account for the larger structural mechanisms at work in America’s system of racial exclusion. Inadvertently, these well-intentioned reformers re-inscribed onto Harlem residents many of the same problematic narratives about black health and psychology that they intended to dismantle. Doyle’s work explores this intrinsic paradox of colour-blind liberalism in psychiatric healthcare reform and offers compelling insights into the relationship between the construct of race, psychological universalism and what it means to be human.

Doyle’s story begins with the work of Justine Wise Polier, a judge in New York’s Domestic Relations Court appointed in the wake of the 1935 Harlem riot. Polier was the daughter of a founding member of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People and became frustrated with the lack of psychiatric resources available to black children through the courts. At a time when psychiatric professionals viewed incest and sexual violence as normative facets of black family life, municipal courts were apt to assign juvenile rape victims to adult detention centres rather than psychiatric care facilities or foster homes. Polier was resolute in her belief that black children were vulnerable to emotional trauma and could benefit from psychiatric therapy. She framed delinquency as a public health crisis and spearheaded efforts to incorporate mental health evaluations and treatment programmes into the court’s deliberative process. Polier recruited local educators and psychiatric professionals, such as Max Winsor and Viola Bernard, to develop programmes that would take the psychological complexities and emotional needs of black children into account. In 1940, this group formed a special Harlem unit of the Bureau of Child Guidance. They collected data on students at risk for delinquency in public institutions and implemented meaningful reforms in the Wiltwyck School for Boys, a prominent juvenile facility in New York. Crusaders also joined forces with local agents of the black freedom struggle, collaborating with the City-Wide Citizen’s Committee for Harlem during the Second World War to contest discrimination in New York’s children’s services. Their efforts exposed disturbing levels of dysfunction and neglect, compelling a municipal ban on practices of racial exclusion and putting an end to venerable forms